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credit— Mostly Beacon Bible Commentary

1 Cor. 13...............Love

In 1 Cor. 12 and 14 the great apostle Paul gives us a very thorough discourse concerning

spiritual gifts and their uses. It is helpful for us to remember that the writings of the NT did not

originally have chapter and verse divisions.

It is arresting to me that right in the middle of Paul's discourse on the use of spiritual gifts he

inserts what we know as 1 Cor. chapter 13. The great "Hymn of Love", in this chapter Paul is telling

the Corinthians / and us / that love is superior to all the other gifts and in chapter 13 he gives us a

wonderful group of instructions and conditions about love.

We would do well to examine these verses. In this day, when often the world, and sometimes

the church, says—

"You only go around once"

"Get all you can," "Grab for the gusto."

"Look out for #1," "Get yours first"

"Step on the other guy."

"Eat, drink and be merry for tomorrow you die,"

"I want what I want and I want it now and I don't care who gets hurt. I will have it!"

In a world that thinks that way it's so easy for you and I who are followers of Jesus Christ to be

influenced by that kind of attitude.

Today we would like to examine the 13th chapter of 1 Cor. with you and see how Paul and the

Holy Spirit instructs us to practice love. We will look at 4 major areas in the chapter

In vv 1-3, Love is Essential

In vv 4-6, Love is Christlike

In v2 7, Love is Comprehensive

In vv 8-13, Love is Complete / Permanent

Before we look at the message we will go down one side road— We will look at the meaning of

the word love— "charity" (KJV).
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The Greeks had at least 4 words to use in describing love. Because of this the Greeks could

describe the feeling / emotion or action very precisely.

#1..."eros"— We get the word erotic from it— It means passionate, sensual or sexual love. This

word is never used in the NT.

#2...is the word "storge", denoting affectionate love between parent & child / citizens & beloved

ruler / This word is also not used in the NT. The two words that describe love in the Greek NT are

"Phileo" and "Agape".

#3..."Phileo" is brotherly love— a love of friendship— Philadelphia- "City of Brotherly Love"

#4..."Agape"...This is God-like "selfless", "sacrificial" love—

It describes God's love for man, God's love for the ungodly.

Rom. 5:6..." For when we were yet without strength, in due time Christ died for the ungodly."

It is the love of God for undeserving enemies...Rom. 5:10..." For if, when we were enemies, we

were reconciled to God by the death of his Son, much more, being reconciled, we shall be saved by

his life. "

It is a love of the mind, the reason, and the will.

It seeks only the highest good for the beloved.

It seeks to bless and help the object of its love.

It is never selfish or self-seeking.

It never looks for love in return.

It is the love which caused God to sacrifice His only, well-beloved Son for us.

Agape love is the love Paul is writing about in this passage.

As we move through the passage we need to remember that each one of us is to demonstrate

"agape" love in our actions, our lives, and in our dealings with each other.

The Beacon Bible Commentary has this to say about "agape" love.

"Quote"

Agape is love which is completely in harmony with the character of the person expressing it.

Thus agape, in the NT, expresses concern and compassion for the utterly unworthy. It was love
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poured out upon others without any thought of personal benefit or reward. Such love seeks only

the good of the loved one. It is /ultimate / redemptive / and can come only from God. Its highest

expression was revealed in the cross of Christ. It was to be the unique trademark of all Christians.

"End of quotation"

In vv. 1-3 we see that:

1. Love is Essential (13:1-3)

Gifts have a place in the Church and are useful. But love is the essence of the Christian life

and is absolutely necessary. it will find a way even without charismatic gifts. But gifts without

love are like a body without a soul.

a. [In v. 1 Paul says,] Love is greater than speaking ability (13:1). Paul begins by presenting

a hypothetical possibility, " Though I speak with tongues of men and of angels." If a person has

the gift of golden-tongued oratory or of angelic utterance, but does not have love, he amounts to

nothing. Without love one's gifts of speaking become hollow and brassy—he becomes as

sounding brass, or a tinkling cymbal. The sounding brass ("noisy gong," in RSV) signifies either

a piece of unwrought metal or a gong used to attract attention. Tinkling (alalazon) means

"clashing" or a loud, harsh sound. The cymbal consisted of two half-globes which were banged

together. The idea is that of the unmeaning clash of metal instead of music.

The apostle's aim here is to show that a man who professes the gift of [speaking in

tongues]...as practiced at Corinth but who has no love is in reality no more than an impersonal,

metallic instrument.

"...[Paul is not placing speaking in tongues] without love over against [speaking in

tongues]...with love but rather is comparing [speaking in tongues]...as such with love."57 In

Christianity, there is no substitute for love.

[Without love our Christianity shrivels and dies. It turns into cold, dead formalism. It

becomes negative and critical. Christianity is impossible without love.
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In v. 2 we see] b. Love is more necessary than prophecy, knowledge, or faith (13:2). Paul

has ranked prophecy next to apostleship (12:28) and does not minimize its significance. But as

inspiring as prophecy is and as vital as it is to the progress of the Church, it is not as necessary as

love. Mysteries are truths which cannot be known by human reason; they are given by divine

revelation. These mysteries are spiritual truths which relate to redemptive history, especially

the truths of [eschatology related to end time]...events in God's plan for the world. Knowledge

is more than intellectual comprehension. Because such knowledge is a gift it contains a mystical

element which is based on personal experience and personal relationship. Faith here [is not

saving faith but faith that] refers to the extraordinary power to perform miracles. As such it is a

gift. All faith indicates the possibility of having this gift in its fullest sense.

The church at Corinth placed much importance on the people who had a knowledge of both

human and divine affairs and who could fascinate others with their feats of faith. [They thought

the sign gifts were a mark of spiritual maturity.] Yet Paul issues a sweeping declaration that one

may have all these gifts—and be nothing. Love makes the difference. Even without gifts, love

is still of supreme value. Without love, all gifts are meaningless.

[In v.3 we see] c. Love is more important than self-sacrifice (13:3). Paul has compared love

to dramatic acts of speaking and to dynamic activities of the mind and spirit. Now he turns to

deeds of mercy and sacrifice. he writes: And though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor,

and though I give my body to be burned, and have not charity, it profiteth me nothing. The

word bestow (psomiso) means to "break off, and to distribute in small portions; to feed by

morsels; and may be applicable even to distributing one's property in small portions."58 The verb

is in the aorist tense, indicating that the action is over and the distribution [already has been]

made.

Even beyond selling possessions and giving the proceeds away in a single sweeping gesture,

one may offer his body to be burned. This expression may refer to the act of punishing a

Christian like a criminal by branding his body with a hot iron. Or it may have referred to

martyrdom, in which the person experienced an agonizing death by being fastened to a stake,

having wood piled high around him and ignited.
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[I am intrigued by the accounts of the men & women who gladly were burned to death in

order that we might have the Bible printed in English.]

Others think the meaning may have been the voluntary selling of oneself into slavery in

order to secure money to help the cause of Christ. At any rate, no matter how much of a

sacrifice a person has made, if he doesn't have love, he is not benefited.

[In vv. 4-6 we see our 2nd point]

2. Love is Christlike (13:4-6)

a. Christlike in its affirmation (13:4a). Love is the parent of patience and kindness. Paul

declares, Charity suffereth long (makrothymia). This item means patience to bear injustice

without anger or despair. "Love has an infinite capacity for endurance."59 This patience

involves people more than circumstances. To be kind (chrestotes) is a type of "goodness and

courtesy coming from the heart and represents the active counterpart of forbearance."60

[In vv. 4b-6 we see love is] b. Christlike in its negations (13:4b-6). Love manifests itself

positively in patience and kindness. It also reveals itself negatively by the restrictions it places

on itself. Thus love can be depended upon for both what it does and what it does not do.

[Paul uses 8 negative verbs in vv. 4-6. All the verbs are the present tense, meaning they are

characteristic of love at all times. They should be a part of our lives.]

(1) Love does not envy (13:4). Envieth is a verb which is used sometimes in a favorable

sense, as in 12:31: "Covet earnestly the best gifts." The word basically means "to be zealous for

or against any person or thing."61 When used in unfavorable setting, it means to be zealous

against a person; hence to be jealous, or to feel displeasure at the success of another.

[In v. 4 we see] (2) Love does not exalt itself (13:4). Vaunteth not itself introduces a vivid word
which means "braggart or windbag."62 it is "used of one who sounds his own praises."63 This
warning was especially needful to the Corinthians, who were inclined to be proud of their gifts.
[How easy it is sometimes for us to "brag" about our accomplishments! How sick it must make God
feel when we take the credit for work he empowers us to do.

In v. 4 we see] (3) Love is not puffed up (13:4). Puffed up (physioutai) means to blow, to puff,
to pant. Hence the meaning is "inflated with pride, vanity, and self-esteem." It differs from
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vaunteth in that it denotes the active ecpression of the feelings of pride and egotism. A man may
feel a sense of self-exaltation and be clever enough to mask it under the guise of piety. Thus he
would not expose himself to the criticism of being puffed up. Love eliminates both the inner feeling
of self-exaltation and the outer expression of it.

[In v. 5 we see] Love does not behave improperly (13:5). Paul here speaks of perfect love and of
its operation in the Christian life. The "more excellent way" is the way of holiness. The apostle does
not refer merely to an ideal to be sought. He points to an experience in love which is in the present
tense. The time is now. Such love does not behave in unseemly fashion. It does not do anything
which is "disgraceful, dishonourable, indecent."64 Love has proper respect for those in authority and
proper regard for those over who authority is exerted. Love "prompts to all that is fit and becoming
in life; and would save from all that is unfit and unbecoming."65

[In v. 5 we see] (5) Love is not self-seeking (13:5). Jesus had described the basic approach to
Christian living when He spoke of the grain of wheat falling to the earth and dying that it might live
(John 12:24). This is Christian love. It is the direct opposite of self-seeking, Selfishness and love
cannot reside in the same human spirit. Love cannot find its own happiness at the expense of
others. This does not mean that a man should have no concern for his own welfare. Nor does it
mean that he should disregard his personal health, property, happiness, or salvation. It means that a
man does not make his personal happiness and welfare the chief motivation of his life. Love
prompts the Christian to seek the well-being of others even at the cost of to il, self-denial, and
personal sacrifice.

[In v. 5 we see] (6) Love is not irritable (13:5). Love is not provoked. "Easily is superfluous, [It
is not in the original] and gives a wrong coloring to the statement, which is absolute: it is not
provoked or exasperated."66 When used in an unfavorable sense the word meands to "provoke to
wrath, to irritate,"67 Hence love is not touchy, nor hypersensitive, and does not take an offense.
Love alone can overcome the real or fancied aggravations that a person experiences in life.

[In v.5 we see] (7) Love does not record evil (13:5). The word translated thinketh (logizetai)
means to take into account, to charge, to calculate, or to record. [It is an accountant's term and
speaks of posting figures in a ledger] Love does not add up, or assign evil intentions and wrong
designs to a man. Love does not credit other people with evil motives. As Godet puts it, "Love,
instead of entering evil as a debit in its account book, voluntarily passes the sponge over what it
endures."68

[In v. 6 we see] (8) Love finds no joy in evil of any kind (13:6). Love does not participate in any
personal sins or acts of unrighteousness. Nor does love rejoice over the vices of other men. It finds
no pleasure when others are proved guilty of crime. Rather, love rejoices with the truth and finds
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joy in the virtues of others. Love and truth are twins in the household of faith. Such love cannot
be indifferent or neutral. It must take sides. Love shrinks from injustice but it embraces the truth.

[In v. 7 we see our 3rd point]
3. Love is the Most Comprehensive of All Graces (13:7)

The apostle here shifts his theme from resounding negatives to thrilling positives. The
charismatic gifts, especially [speaking in tongues]...were confined to a few and accomplished little of
practical value. Love, on the other hand, is as wide and as inclusive as God's grace can make a man's
spirit.

[In v. 7 we see] a. Love covers and endures (13:7a). In classical literature beareth (stego) meant
"to cover, pass over in silence, keep confidential."69 An excellent rendering of Paul's idea here is
"love that throws a cloak of silence over what is displeasing in another person."70 The word also
contains the idea of enduring. So love may conceal what is displeasing or it may endure what is
unpleasant in another. Whedon comments: "So does a mother seek to cover the faults of her child;
so would Paul rather cover than expose the errors of his Corinthians."71 Love keeps out resentment
and expects the best of people, even when appearances are against them.

[In v. 7b we see] b. Love generates confidence in others (13:7b). The Corinthians were a
suspicious crowd. They had difficulty in placing confidence in each other. Their rivalry over the
various gifts had produced a gap in their trust. Paul reminds these spiritual problem-children that
love believeth all things. The verb believeth (pisteuei) means to have confidence in others, to put
the best construction on their actions and motives. [How we need that today— It is so easy for us to
see the wrong in others and so hard to put the best face on their actions.] Certainly Paul did not
suggest that a Christian filled with love would be a person of naïve credulity who would believe
everything presented to his mind. He means that love is eager to believe the best about others, and
to make allowance for circumstances.

[In v. 7c we see] c. Love produces perpetual hope (13:7c). Love never gives up—it follows a
man to the edge of the grave, always expecting the best. Love does not produce a kind of
sentimental optimism which blindly refuses to face reality, but it refuses to take failure as final.
Rather than accept the failure of another, "love will hold on to this hope until all possibility of such
a result has vanished, and it is compelled to believe that the conduct is not susceptible of a fair
explanation."72

[In v. 7d we see] d. Love remains steadfast (13:7d). Love bears up under disappointment, is
courageous under persecution, and does not murmur. Endureth (hypomeno) means to "stand one's
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ground, hold out, endure."73 [It speaks of a soldier who even though surrounded stands firm and
continues to fight.] Thus when the Christian can no longer believe or hope, he can love. This
enduring is not a mere passive acquiescence. It is rather a quiet, stable reaction to people and events
which do not merit patience. Love is steadfast.

[In vv. 8-13 we see our 4th point]
4. Love Is the Most Complete [Permanent] Grace (13:8-13)

Paul now reaches his climax. Three of the most highly regarded gifts are spoken of as
temporary. Over against this temporary character of all other virtues stands the permanence of love.
Chirasmatic gifts are partial, while love is perfect.

[In v. 8 we see] a. Love is eternal (13:8). When the redeemed stand before God, there will be
no further need of prophecies. The tongues, so highly regarded by the Corinthians, will cease, since
man will be delivered from all that separates him from God and from others. Knowledge, both the
learning acquired by man and the mysteries revealed by God, will vanish away in the perfect light of
the knowledge of God.

[In vv. 9-12 we see] b. Love is perfect and complete (13:9-12). Knowledge and prophecy were
highly esteemed by the Corinthians, but the apostle states that all such earthly knowledge is partial.
Man can never fully understand God. Both sin and finitude make this impossible. Paul adds that we
prophesy in part. While man can grasp some truths, he never receives the full measure of God's
revelation.

In the final consummation of redemptive history all imperfections will be replaced by the
perfect—When that which is perfect is come, then that which is in part shall be done away (10). In
that day all imperfections will vanish. All that appears obscure and dim here will be made plain.

[In v. 11 we see] (1) The imperfection of partial understanding (13:11). Man's present
knowledge compared with that which he will have in heaven is like the knowledge of the infant
compared with the mature man. Child (nepios) denotes a baby, an infant, though without any
specific age limit. It refers to the first period of existence before boyhood or youth.

The verb understood (ephronoun) refers here "to the earlier undeveloped exercise of the
childish mind; a thinking which is not yet connected reasoning."74

Thought (logizomai) denotes a progression over understood. We get the idea of reasoning
things out or relating concepts from this word. The idea here is that when Paul matured in
Christian love he put away childish things in a deliberate and final way.
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In v. 12 we see (2) The imperfection of partial vision (13:12) Paul writes, " For now we see

through a glass, darkly" The word glass (esoptron) means a mirror. Because of the nature of the
mirrors of Paul's day, the reflection would be vague or obscure. The mirror of the Greeks and
Romans was a thin disk of metal polished on one side, the other side being left plain or containing
some design. Glass mirrors were also made at this time, but were not widely used.

The word darkly (ainigmati) actually means a "riddle," and thus suggests an enigma or an
obscure intimation. Hence the word as the apostle uses it means obscurely, darkly, or imperfectly.
The expression but then face to face indicates a bright prospect. When man stands before God, his
vision will be perfect, with nothing between to obscure the presence of God.

As it will be with seeing, it will also be with knowing. Paul has already stated that our earthly
knowledge is partial (9) even when it is a special gift. Over against this partial knowledge the
apostle sets the perfect knowledge of the redeemed in God's presence. The TEV renders the
meaning, "What I know now is only partial; then it will be complete, as complete as God's
knowledge of me."

[Finally in v. 13 we see] (3) The perfection of love (13:13). In contrast to the temporary gifts
that so occupied the attention of the Corinthians, the permanence of the three cardinal Christian
graces is asserted: And now abideth faith, hope, charity. According to Paul faith is essential to
salvation (Rom. 3:28; Gal 2:20). It is impossible to live without hope. When hope dies the spirit
dies. But of these three basic Christian graces—the greatest is love.

The writer of the "Tyndale Bible Commentary" closes the passage with some very insightful
words— Allow me to quote them to you.

"Quote"

The commentator cannot finish writing on this chapter without a sense that
clumsy hands have touched a thing of exquisite beauty and holiness. Here what is true
of all Scripture is true in especial measure, that no comment can be adequate to so
great a theme. Yet no commentator can excuse himself from the duty of trying to
make plain what these matchless words have come to signify for him. And no
Christian can excuse himself from the duty of trying to show in his life what these
words have come to mean for him.
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"End of quotation"

May God help us to show in our lives what "Agape" love means to us and others.

Little Chad was a shy, quiet young fella. One day he came home and told his
mother, he'd like to make a valentine for everyone in his class. Her heart sank. She
thought, "I wish he wouldn't do that!" because she had watched the children when
they walked home from school. Her Chad was always behind them. They laughed
and hung on to each other and talked to each other. But Chad was never included.
Nevertheless, she decided she would go along with her son. So she purchased the
paper and glue and crayons. For three whole weeks, night after night, Chad
painstakingly made thirty-five valentines.

Valentines Day dawned and Chad was beside himself with excitement! He
carefully stacked them up, put them in a bag, and bolted out the door. His mom
decided to bake him his favorite cookies and serve them up warm and nice with a
cool glass of milk when he came home from school. She just knew he'd be
disappointed; maybe that would ease the pain a little. it hurt her to think that he
wouldn't get many valentines—maybe none at all.

That afternoon she had the cookies and milk out on the table. When she heard
the children outside she looked out the window. Sure enough here they came,
laughing and having the best time. And, as always, there was Chad in the rear. He
walked a little faster than usual. She fully expected him to burst into tears as soon as
he got inside. His arms were empty, she noticed, and when the door opened she
choked back the tears.

"Mommy has some warm cookies and milk for you."
But he hardly heard her words. He just marched right on by, his face aglow, and

all he could say was:
"Not a one...not a one."
Her heart sank.
And then he added, "I didn't forget a one, not a single one!"

—Dale Galloway, Rebuild Your Life
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